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The infrared speceometer (ISM) on the PHOBOS spacecraft provided nine spectral images 
of the surface of Mars in February and March 1989(1,2). Each image is composed of 26 pixels 
in latitude (400 krn) and 125 pixels in longitude (3000 km). An infrared spectrum between 
0.76 and 3.14 pm is recorded for each pixel. The spectral range is divided into 128 channels. 
The CO2 column density is determined from the measurement of the C02 absorption at 2 pm 
and a model for the vertical distribution of pressure and temperature in the Martian atmosphere 
(3). The topography is then inferred from the value of the COa column density and an 
uncertainty of 300 m was first estimated by Bibring et a1 (3). This uncertainty was lowered to 
150 meters by Rosenqvist (4). The ISM topographic data have been already compared with the 
Viking topographic data, but the uncertainty on these measurements is on the order of 1 km. 
The goal of this study is to compare the ISM data with the Goldstone data whose uncertainty is 
on the order of 100 m (5). 

Among the nine ISM images, two volcanoes of the Tharsis volcanic shield, Ascraeus Mons 
and Pavonis Mons, have been observed. Two high resolution Goldstone altimetric profiles 
located at 9.6' and 10.87' N latitude are long enough to allow a comparison with the ISM 
topographic map across Ascraeus Mons (Fig 1). These profiles were extracted from the Pre- 
Magellan CD. The spatial resolution of the radar profiles is 1 km in longitude and 75 km in 
latitude. There is a systematic offset equal to 1 km (Fig 2). The global shapes of the 
topographic profiles look very similar. We can note that the Goldstone data do not provide the 
altirneby of Asaaeus Mons at elevations larger than 5 km. The root mean-squares difference 
between the two profiles is around 300 m. This value is larger than the uncertainty on the ISM 
data set proposed by Rosenqvist (4). Such a discrepency might be due to either a mislocation 
of the ISM footprints relative to the Goldstone data and (or) to the model describing the vertical 
distribution of the temperature and pressure. Nevertheless, the agreement between the two data 
sets is reasonably good. No comparison has been made for Pavonis Mons since there is no 
long radar profile available in this area. We are currently looking for radar profiles on other 
areas and perfoiming the comparisons between these two data sets to investigate the 
discrepancy between these data. 

The large spacing in latitude between the Goldstone altimetric profiles makes them of little 
use for local gravity analysis. The resolution of the ISM data should allow for detailed gravity 
analysis. Line of Sight gravity anomalies for these two volcanoes are 35-65 mgals at an 
elevation of 300 krn (Fig 3). A 2D FFT program has been used to model the Line of Sigth 
acceleration of the spacecraft along track 484. For this track the sub-earth longitude and latitude 
are W 270.5 and N 16.8, respectively. A gravity anomaly equal to 250 mgal is suggested due 
to the topography of Ascraeus Mons. The difference between the observed LOS and that 
caused by the topography of this volcano suggests that this volcano is partially compensated in 
depth. However, definitive statement cannot be done until simulations are carried out with the 
ORBSlM program (6). We are presently examining the compensation of Ascraeus and Pavonis 
Montes with the ISM altimetry and Viking altimetry and topography data, using ORBSIM 
program . 
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Figure 1 : Comparison of the Goldstone and ISM altimewy at N 10.9 latitude. 
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Figure 2 : Goldstone topography versus ISM top0 Figure 3 : LOS anomaly measured 
graphy. There is an offset of about 1 krn. The ISM along orbit tsacks 484, 638, 677 
topography seems to be too large at higher elevation. 
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